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The Bowling Green Community Development Foundation hosted a community
forum to discuss the results of
a University class study on the
uses of the former Heinz plant
property.
The event, which was open
to the community, took place
Tuesday night in the Junior
High School Auditorium.
The Environmental Studies
402 class has conducted an environmental impact assesment on the former Heinz
plant on North Enterprise
Street
The students examined the
environmental, social and economic Impact of a community development project.
At the forum the students
presented various potential
uses for the property concerning geology/history of the
site, public participation, land
use/zoning/housing demand,
selected alternative for developer [multi-family housing]. Industrial, park and recreation, commercial and Uni-

versity parking.
Sue Clark, executive director of Bowling Green Community Development Foundation,
said the intent of the forum
was to gain the suggestions of
Lhe community and to inform
the community of options and
of the research that was done.
"They considered streets
and roads around it, they
looked at the need for housing
and considered using the
space for a parking garage or
parking lot for the University," Clark said. "They talked
about using It for purposes of
commercial space or as a park
or recreation area."
Clark said the community
and the students discussed the
Issue of property values increasing or decreasing.
She said there was some
concern expressed about what
would be found under the concrete, but the students said
that on the surface and accordlnng to EPA reports the land
does not appear to be contaminated.
"The consensus was that
See HEINZ, page three.
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VP candidate introduced
Collings want s to improve school's finished product
Jay Young
The BC News
Members of the University
community had an opportunity to
meet the man who may be the
University's next chief academic
officer Thursday.
Richard Collings met with
campus leaders Thursday. One of
four finalists for the job of vice
president for Academic Affairs,
Collings gave a presentation and
answered questions from about
SO faculty and administrators
during the day.
Collings, provost and vice
president for Academic Affairs
at Kutztown University in Pennsylvania, said it is important for
the University to show the value
of its product.
"I think we're going to have to
devise meaningful- outcome
measures," Collings said. "We're
getting lots of pressure from the
rest of the world now to do more
than just assert that we train students or we educate students."
Collings told the mostly faculty
audience that assessment should
be done by the institution to assure the public that a graduate
can do what a diploma represents.
"I think If we don't do some of
these outcome assessments or
accountability measures,

someone will do it to us. Not for
us, but to us," Collings said. "I
don't think you can afford to
leave these kinds of things to the
politicians."
Collings said research is important but must have a direct
link to the classroom.
"I assume that every faculty
member who Is doing a decent
job in the classroom is doing
research," Collings said. "There
has to be some kind of scholarship and research that just
ends up in the teaching, though."
President Sidney Rlbeau meets
with Collings today. Ribeau said
he will spend time with each candidate.
"I will spend more time with
the candidates than anyone else,"
Ribeau said. "What I'm looking
for is someone who has academic
vision - who knows academic
programs and can sit down with
the faculty and the rest of the
community here and say, 'Five
years from now this is where we
want to be academically.'"
Ribeau said the next vice
president will have to be a hard
worker.
"I want somebody who Is tireless, who can work 24 hour days
and then say "what's next?'"
Ribeau said.
Collings said his current job
fits that requirement.

Clinton presents budget plan
Terence Hunt

The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Under Republican pressure, President
Clinton reluctantly presented a
seven-year balanced-budget plan
Thursday that would shrink
Social Security raises and offer
Republicans less than they want
In tax cuts qr savings from Medicare and Medicaid.
Republicans quickly criticized
Clinton's offer. House Budget
Committee Chairman John Kasich, R-Ohio, said It was "a minimum $400 billion in the hole"
from a balanced budget. "This is
a tremendous disappointment
and frankly they're going to have
to come back to the table again,
and they better do It quickly because we are running out of
time," he said.
In a meeting with congressional leaders, Clinton described his plan as "a good place
to start discussions. I made a
proposal. Now I'd like to see what

theirs is." As for Kasich's reaction, Clinton said, "I don't think
that's very constructive."
Clinton's revised offer would
save $141 billion more than the
budget he unveiled in June, with
most of the new reductions in
welfare, housing and transportation.
It was Clinton's third budget
this year and marked another
round of White House concessions in an increasingly bitter
fight with the Republican Congress.
"There darn better be some
movement on the part of the Republican congressional negotiators now," said presidential
spokesman Mike McCurry. "If
there's not, this will be a very
short negotiation, I suspect."
White House chief of staff
Leon Panetta presented Clinton's
latest offer to GOP budget negotiators in a 11/2 hour meeting on
Capitol Hill. "There is not a lot of
negotiating room here," Panetta
said.

Republicans plan to offer an
alternative budget based on revised economic forecasts from
the Congressional Budget Office
next week.

"

Mike McCurry
presidential spokesman
Clinton personally explained
his plan to a pivotal group of conservative Democrats whose
votes are being courted by both
the White House and Republican
leaders.
The president coupled his plan
with a request for a temporary
spending bill to keep the
government running until Jan.
26. The existing spending
measure expires Dec. IS, threat-
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Stacy aaHMwnn an nawa
University student practices billiards with her class on Wednesday. The class takes place every
eflnesday from 1 JO to 240 pju.
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would come from programs that
Clinton does not consider top
priorities, such as transportation,
housing and Interior. The administration did not spell out the impact of those cuts, amounting to a
20 percent reduction over seven
years in many programs after
taking inflation into account.
Clinton said he would squeeze

Jay Youag/The BC New.

Vice president of Academic Affairs candidate Richard Collings talks
to campus leaders Thursday afternoon.
"I pretty well do that now,"
Collings said after the presentation. "It's pretty much an openended job, regardless of whether
it's a big or smaller campus."
Prior to his current job, Collings was dean of the Kutztown
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Collings worked as assistant provost and a tenured
professor of political science
from 1979 to 1989 at Southeast

Missouri State University.
Married with three children,
Collings did his undergraduate
work in international studies at
the University of Louisville. In
1972, he earned his master's in
Latin American studies from Tulane University. He left Tulane
with his doctorate in political
science in 1977. Collings also attended the Harvard Institute for
Educational Management.

Students consider
GOP candidates
Natalie Miller
The BC News
Many University students
gave blank looks when asked
what they thought about the
Republican race for president.
Some students said they
don't care who becomes president, as long as the person
elected does a good job.
Many of the 20 students
polled were confused regarding the identity of Republican
party candidates."Is Billy
Graham running?" was the response of more than one student.
Some University students
seem to prefer non-traditional
candidates, and those who are
not staunch party members
plan to vote for whomever
they like. Many of the students
surveyed said they would have

liked Colin Powell to run this
year. Ross Perot's name came
up a few times.
A few students had definite
opinions.
"Anyone else can win, as
long as it's not Bob Dole," said
Pam Gant, a freshman journalism major.
"The Republicans have a
better chance at the presidency in 2000, so I doubt they
will beat Clinton in 1996,"sald
Chris Trabbic, a freshman
finance major.
Other students said the Republican candidates are too
extreme. They said the more
well-known politicians Dole
and Phil Gramm are too conservative .
"Dole is too old and more
conservative than Reagan,"
said freshman journalism
major Mike Leonard.

See BUDGET, page three.

Program designed to help smokers
41

A

ening another federal shutdown
if no budget deal is concluded by
then.
Nearly half of the administration's savings - $64 billion -

"There darn better be some movement on the
part of the Republican congressional
negotiators now."
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Uses for former
Heinz property
offered by class
Jennifer Schak
The BC News
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Natalie Miller
The BC News
T^e University's "Let's Quit"
smoking program promotes a
healthier lifestyle and provides
support for students who would
like to quit smoking. Dr. Joshua
Kaplan, health services director,
said many people smoke regardless of the health risks because of
smart advertising and peer pressure.
The greatest rise in cigarette
smoking is among young women,
which is the exception because
every other group's use has decreased.
Small groups are led by a
health educator to give support

and coping strategies. Sessions
are held In room 222 of the Student Health Center for Information and motivation.
Each month, a one-hour session
Is held to explore benefits of
quitting and effective techniques
to stop. The first session Is
usually informative and there Is
no commitment.
The program uses handouts
and a short video titled "Why
Quit?" from the American Cancer Society. Journals are written
to help individuals discover their
smoking habits.
Personal strategy sessions also
help the Individual cope with
withdrawal symptoms and
stress. Many graduates of the

program have reported their
non-smoking lifestyle as a positive change.
"We dont want people to quit
quitting smoking," said Jeanne
Wright, coordinator of health
promotions for the Center of
Wellness and Prevention.
Dr. Kaplan said he would like
to see an anti-smoking campaign
that would be as effective as the
advertising campaigns.
The physical and mental addictions to cigarettes keep many
people from living a potentially
healthy lifestyle, he added.
The next meeting will be today
at 2 on the second floor of the
Student Health Center.
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E.A.R. to the
Ground...
J.V.L ountain bike owners. These people pay up to
$2,000 for a bike that has a titanium frame and some kind
of crazy extra-wide, steel-belted radial tires. Sometimes
they even spend an extra $250 for special shockabsorbing forks. And then what do they do? They zoom
up and down the sidewalk all day! Here's an idea: if you're going to invest all this money in an all-terrain vehicle,
ride it on the terrain! Not only do pedestrians have to
look both ways before crossing the street, they have to
look both ways before going from one side of the sidewalk to the other for fear of one of these maniacal kamikaze pilots mowing them down.
***
Michael Jackson collapsed onstage during a concert
rehearsal Wednesday and had to be rushed to a hospital.
While no one has said anything yet about the possibility
of foul play, E.A.R. suspects it was Tito in the library
with a lead pipe.
• •*
Public Works Director Bill Blair, at Monday night's
City Council meeting: "I'm saying with great hope and
anticipation that we will be getting a call this week saying that Thurstin Avenue is ready to be opened."
Ah, Bill. We know it's not your fault, but E.AR. won't
be betting our student loan checks on you getting that
call.
***
The Cleveland Indians home games are already sold
out for next year. Last weekend's Falcon hockey game
was packed. Meanwhile two guys named Vince and
Larry were the only ones who went to see our basketball
team play last week. What's the deal?
• *•
Well, it's the second week of December. We've already
got "It's a Charlie Brown Christmas" and "Rudolph the
Red-Nosed Reindeer" under our belt. Now it won't be
long before our televisions are snowing "It's a Wonderful Life." This year, just once, we'd like to see a holiday
special that has a little more to offer than the usual feelgood fare - something that's got a little attitude. We
don't want to see the cast of "Green Acres" acting out
Charles Dickens' "A Christmas Carol" again. We're tired
of Emmet Otter's backwoods brand of homespun humor.
We want to see Jimmy Stewart get hopped up on Christmas cheer at the company party, tell old man Potter
where he can jam his yule log, and then paint the rim of
the toilet bowl red, white and green. Yeah!
Copyright © 1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material
in this publication without permission of The BG News is strictly
prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920
and is published daily during the academic year and Wednesday's in
the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions
expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those
ofTheBGNews.
Letters intended for publication must be 200-300 words long,
typed and include the writer's name, phone number and University
affiliation, if any. The BG News reserves the right to edit any and
all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
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Three cheers for apathy
Forget Ay Ziggy Zoomba. Lose
the Alma Mater. Ditch those
crazy Sic Sic kids. BG's got itself
a new spirit cry:
"Give me an 'A!' Give me a 'P!'
Give me another 'A!' Give me a
Tl' I'm getting tired of writing
all these letters. This Is stupid.
Give me an ' H!' Oh, I give up.
"What's that spell? Apath!
Apath! Whoa,apath!"
It's apathy, and it's as much a
part of BG culture as harsh wind
and yearly train killings. You
can't walk three steps on campus
without hearing someone spout
off about how "no one cares
about anything around here."
In fact, it seems like there's
more debate about "the apathy
problem" than any other Issue
(irony alert). Excepting maybe
the "Who would you rather sit
next to for a long bus ride -- an
overact!ve mime or a gregarious
Amishman - debate." And that
question has no correct answer.
Anyway, there's a time in
every journalist's career when
the penman must decide that an
issue is important enough to put
down his drink and actually do
some research. This is my time.
Sort of.
Just before eight o'clock on
Wednesday evening, I reached
for my living room phone and got
on the horn with my pals at the
Fact Line.
"Ma'am." I said. "What's the
cure for our Falcon apathy
woes?"
"I don't know," she replied.
"How do you feel about apathy?"

"Apathy makes me so mad that
I could just ..." I started, as I
flipped through the channels.
"Hey wait a minute, 90210's not
on this week because of the Billboard Music Awards? Did you

know they're not showing
90210?! Can I have the number
for the Fox network?"
"But I thought you wanted to
talk about apathy," she cried
"Never mind," I said as I suddenly realized I'm not really that
apathetic ... at least not when it
involves Tori Spelling.
We just dont care about things
that seem inconsequential to us.
Or things that don't seem to make
a difference. Or even things that
don't sound like a very good time.

And when you look around,
there's an awful lot that falls in
those categories - especially
when students have classes, parttime jobs, personal relationships,
and generally other fun stuff to
do.
For example, I think gay people are just swell. And I see no
reason why they should be excluded from our armed services.
But I'm not heading off to the
local LAGA meeting to meet
friends and influence people. It
doesn't affect me.
By the same token, AIDS kills
several million people every
year. It's a terrible plague that
will continue to kill more and
more people every year until we
find a cure. I just dont think
walking around with a candle in
sub-freezing weather is going to
stop the spread of the deadly
disease.
And although alcoholism is a
problem that affects my family, I
just dont think going to a nonalcoholic sock hop sounds like a
rollicking good time. I'd rather
face my addiction square-on at
the local tavern.
Now don't get me wrong. I admire anyone who can take the
time to care enough to schedule
or attend these events. I know I
am but a mere pimple on your
moral ass. And my hat comes off
to your efforts, but It just doesn't
excite me.
Unfortunately, there are not
enough of you. And we're stuck
with all the folks like me riding
the apathy ambulance.

But it doesn't have to be that
way. We need to stop talking
about how no one cares and actually get out and do something
about it. We can Tight apathy with
apathy.
We can empower the apathetic.
Put on events that we, the lazy
folk, want to see.
There isnt a person on this
campus who hasn't been hurt by
the sting of bike thievery. For
these students, we would found
the Bykers for Bykers Association. We'd sponsor a march and
call it 'Take Back the Bike." All
the bike riders would ride downtown. And the non-bikers (rollerbladers, skateboarders and such)
could show their support through
other, non-biking events.
And if you're not into bikes,
you could join our "IS kegs and
finish Thurstin Avenue" community service project We'd
pave that road faster than ... literary genius eludes me ... well,
faster than they could anyway.
If community service isn't
your cup of tea, you could attend
our "Let's Stop AIDS So We Don't
Have To Wear Condoms Anymore" rally in the park.
Now there's a cause worth
marching for.
Joe Pelffer is the Friday columnist for The BG News. Questions, comments and concerns
can be sent to Joe at jpeiffe@bgnet.bgsu.edu. Joe would
like to belatedly thank his neighbors for providing the birthing
box for his kittens.

OFBQNL CLINTON
POSITION ON BOSNIA
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
U.S. Army
Marijuana
defends peace
not harmful
Enough is enough! All semester I've fought the urge to reply
to the grossly uninformed dialogue that is otherwise known as
die "Kim & Dan column."
While I'U defend - even encourage - to the death their right
to argue any political position
they so choose, we cannot allow
the simple-minded liberal rhetoric that has found' its home on
The News' opinion page to substitute for the free exchange of informed pollcal debate.
Politics, although frustrating
and Increasingly complex, is too
important and too exciting to let
such simple drool as "Everyday
40,000 children die of an easilyprevented disease, while we
spend $281 billion on our military" go unanswered.

that's not the point of Kim &
Dan's agenda.
They are forever wondering
why we can't just shift all our defense spending that's wasted on
these "U.S. warlords" over to the
mother of all wasteful programs
- the welfare system.
It's only blatantly obvious Kim
& Dan have no idea why we even
have a standing Army.
The hundreds of thousands of
Americans who serve in the military are not the bloodthirsty
warriors of death Kim & Dan
suggest They put their lives on
the line to defend peace.

Twenty years ago this summer,
The New York Times proclaimed "Marijauana Study by
U.S. Finds No Serious Harm."
Two decades later, America still
lives in a state of denial.
The New York Times headline
was based upon the findings of a
federally contracted study prepared for the National Institute
of Mental Health. Titled "Effects
of Chronic Smoking of Cannabis
in Jamaica," the study compared
the effects of marijuana consumption on typical Jamacain pot
smokers with a similar number
of non-users. Even though heavy
Jamacain users typically smoke
quantities 10 to 25 times greater
than do their American counterparts, the study failed to confirm
"any serious adverse effects."
The two-year Jamaican study
was hailed as "the first intensive
multidiscipllnary study on marijuana use [ever] published." The
results were later summarized
and released by Vera Rubin and
Lambros Comltas in the book
"Ganja in Jamaica" (Mouton/MacFarland Publications).

Kim & Dan's suggestion that
the military makes excuses to go
to war may draw applause from
the American Culture Studies
Department and the Oliver
Stones of the world, but it's an
outrageous display of cynicism.
Today, the United States
spends a lesser percentage of its
GNP on defense than it did in its
In their column last Wednes- pre-World War II days of 1939.
day ("Military spending unheaYet it's so simple to say that we
lthy"), Kim & Dan continue their
semester-long tirade against the waste millions of dollars on the
military when children are starvevils of American capitalism.
Only this time, the anger is fo- ing.
C'mon, Kim & Dan, let's raise
cused on the greedy warmongerers thet serve in our armed the level of this discussion. Shall
we?
forces and the Pentagon.
Todd Kleismlt
There Is no doubt the Pentagon
Remarkably, two of today's
Public Relations/Poltical SciIs as wasteful as any other
most commonly accepted myths
government Institution, but ence major

t
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regarding cannabis were apparently laid to rest by the 1970s
study. The report concluded that
heavy marijuana use "does not
diminish work drive or work
ethic," nor was there evidence
that users tend to turn to harder
drugs. In fact, many of the findings indicated that smoking marijuana appeared to cut down on
both the use of hard drugs and
alcohol.
Unfortunately, most of the scientific conclusions of the Jamaican marijuana study have been
conveniently abandoned in favor
of contemporary anti-marijuana
rhetoric and propaganda. Apparently, when it comes to the subject of marijuana in 1995, the
truth no longer makes good copy.
MacArther R. Plumart
Freshman
Accounting Major

CORRECTION \
Proceeds from "Casino Night;"
which takes place tonight from:9
to midnight in the Amanl Room
of the Commons, will benefit the
Muscular Dystrophy Association, not victims of multiple
schlerosls, as Thursday's headline suggests. The News regrets
the error.
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FBI makes arrests for
fraud charges

New editor chosen
The Board of Publications
chose the new editor for
The BG News Thursday.
Dawn Keller, a senior liberal studies major, will
serve as editor in chief for
the spring semester.
One of Keller's major
priorities is to broaden the
perspective of the paper.
"I want to talk to students
and find out what they want
to see in the paper," she
said. "Most of the people
who read The BG News are
students, and they want to
read about students."
Keller said other high
priorities are improvements in communication
among the staff and more
eye-appealing graphics.
Keller has worked at the
newspaper for eight semesters as a reporter, copy editor, copy chief, special
projects editor, assistant
managing editor and current news editor.

Zimbabwe art focus
of lecture
Sculptures and prints
from Zimbabwe currently
exhibited in the Willard
Wankelman Gallery will be
a topic of an on-campus lecture today.
Judith Greavu, a sculptor
and associate professor of
art at Ohio Northern University, will be speaking
about works in the "Contemporary Wood Sculpture
from Zimbabwe" exhibition
at 7 p.m. Friday In 204 Fine
Arts Center.
Greavu, who received her
bachelor's degree from Ball
State University and her
master's degree in fine arts
• from the University, has
traveled extensively in
Zimbabwe and discovered
the work of the featured
artists during her travels.
A reception featuring
African drumming will be
held In the Willard Wankelman Gallery following
the lecture.
Greavu has presented
solo or duo shows at universities around Ohio Including
Ohio Northern University,
Ohio State University at
Lima, and Bluffton College.
In 1986, she won the best-ofshow National Site Specific
Sculpture Award for a
sculpture at Heritage
Village in Columbus.

WASHINGTON - FBI agents
were arresting 422 people in 14
states Thursday on fraud charges
growing out of an undercover investigation in which volunteer
retired people tape recorded dishonest telemarketers who victimize the elderly.
Earlier, 114 people had been
arrested and 112 locations
searched under warrants.
"Telephone pitches from illicit
'boiler room' operations cost
Americans $40 billion a year,"
said Attorney General Janet
Reno. The results of "Operation
Senior Sentinel" were announced
here and by Reno at a Las Vegas,
Nev., news conference.
Retired law enforcement
agents and other volunteers were
recruited through the American
Association of Retired Persons
and posed as telephone subscribers during the two-year
joint federal and state operation.
Tape recorded telephone calls
from telemarketers were forwarded to a computerized collection point in San Diego where
they were catalogued and indexed for investigation.

KwhyWIIIcof/AP Photo

Members of the Alvin American Dance Theater go through a
dress rehearsal for their season opener at the City Center In New

Jackson hospitalized in
intensive care

NEW YORK - Thursday HBO
postponed its planned Michael
Jackson concert special, as the
singer was hospitalized in intensive care a day after he collapsed
during rehearsals.
Jackson will spend the next two
days in intensive care, according
to the cable network. Before
HBO's announcement, it had not
been made public that Jackson
was in intensive care.
Jackson, 37, was listed in stable
condition at the Beth Israel Medical Center North, where his wife,
Lisa Marie, his sister Janet and
his mother have been at his side.
Neither HBO nor the hospital
provided further details.
The collapse was the latest in a
series of medical problems for
Jackson, dating to 1984 when his
hair caught fire during the filming of a Pepsi commercial.
Emergency workers found
Jackson semiconscious and lying
on the side of the stage, apparently dehydrated and with low blood
pressure, when they arrived at
the Beacon Theater at dusk
Wednesday.
"He was lethargic. He was
speaking slowly, mumbling," said
Emergency Medical Service
technician Kevin Barwick.
Marie Lambertl, an EMS
spokeswoman, said when Jackson
was first treated, his blood pressure measured a low 70 over 40. A
typical healthy reading would be
120 over 80.
Jackson was treated with oxygen and intravenous fluids before
being taken to the hospital.

York. Here the company performs "Shelter," a piece about the
homeless.

HEINZ

BUDGET
Continued from page one.

$46 billion from welfare spending, $8 billion more than he proposed In June. There would be no
further cuts in education and environment spending, which Clinton considers crucial.
Another large chunk of the savings, $32 billion, would come
from reducing the Consumer
Price Index by 0.2 percent on
grounds it overstates inflation.
The adjustment would mean
lower cost-of-living increases in
benefit programs such as Social
Security. If it were In effect in
1996, the change would mean

about $1 a month less for each
recipient.
Republicans have proposed a
similar adjustment, lessening the
political hazard for Clinton. Both
sides plan to take cover in a finding by the Bureau of Labor Statistics that the change is economically warranted.
The revision also would mean
increased taxes for many Americans
they would wind up in
higher tax brackets since more
income would be taxable.
Clinton offered his plan one
day after vetoing the Republicans balanced-budget plan, com-

Casino Night
presented by:
USA and Kohl Hall
Friday, December 8th.
9:00 pin to Midnight
A man I Room

plaining it was too extreme.
In his latest plan, Clinton did
not take any more money from
Medicare or Medicaid, which the
Republicans have targeted for
$433 billion in savings. Clinton's
plan would keep the spending reductions on those programs at
$124 billion for Medicare and $54
billion for Medicaid.

Continued from page one.
something needs to be done,
but no one is sure what," Clark
said.
Clark said she was very proud
of the class •
"I think the class did a nice job
with the issue and got a lot of input from the community," Clark
said.

BOHX~I\~GREEl\ERY
FRIDAY SPECIAL
$5.95 SEAFOOD SPLASH!
A variety of seafood
and our "own" dam chowder,
Incl: clams, scallops, shrimp, and Pollock.
Also complete salad bar and baked potato.

Open 11:30-1:30

Best Values On Campus

Tickets are being sold presale
for $3 and $4 at the door.
All proceeds benefit Mil A.
Come and Join the fun!

UPTOWN
SAVE $$$$$$$$$
UPTOWN ANNOUNCES
COVER REDUCTIONS AND
SPECIALS

Sponsors! Student Activities Organizations,
LAO, and Food Operations.

woodland moll

woodland ma

NO COVER OVER 2 1
$1 COVER UNDER 21 BEFORE 11P.M.
THURS. FRI. AND SAT.

20 oz. DRAFT BEERS
NOW UPSTAIRS

foot Locker

PIT ROAD

■*»

Your Holiday

$10 Off ajjahMtyol

Good Food on the Fast Track
• including sales items
$50 Or More
Woodland Mall-1234 N. Main St. . Only Good A. Wood-land Offer Good ^.rough
Mall

Durqer DoSKefS - 1/3 LB. Fresh Gr. Beef

- includes potato chips, pickle & drink
• Hamburger
$2.99
• Cheeseburger
$3.29
• Mushroom Swiss
$3.59
• Pizza Burger
$3.29

1Z/3135

' Graduates - We're looking to hire I Inquire
Full Time Mgmt. Position
I in BG

n

STOP

NomeYIM»!!

We've got what you need for that
person who's hard to shop for 3-D Puzzles, Magic Sets
and More for all ages!

Deli SondwUhes, Hot & Cold
• Turkey
' Pit Road Club

• Grilled Chicken

KINGDOM OF MA61C

Join the Pit Crow
Quy 10 Soridwich Boskets or Plottp's
The 11th is FREE"1

&
JU66LINQ

$5.00
Minimum

•80%

353-2329

| •Delivety Monday-Friday From 11-2 and 4-7
•15 mln call ahead lor pick-up

■

This coupon axpiras 12/18/95

off any
Magic set or
3-D puzzle

Arts & Crafts Show
Friday - thru - Sunday
December 8th- 10th
* 555th Air Force Band
Saturday. December 9th
1:30 - 3:30pm in Cafe Court

* Christmas Fashion Show
Sunday, December 10th
2:00 pm in Cafe Court

* Watch for Shuttle
schedule for Saturday,
December 9th

THE TO

EUMOFART

2445 MONROE STREET - ONE BLOCK Of f 1-75
TIMED TICKETS: 800-766-6048

\
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Disease agents
inside bomblets
deemed dubious
James Hannah
The Associated Press
DAYTON - Chances are slim
that 60 small bombs discovered
buried at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base contain potentially
fatal anthrax or other biological
agents, an Army official said.
The Army did not do munitions
testing with biological agents at
Wright-Patterson, said Norm
Covert, spokesman for the U.S.
Army Medical Institute of Infectious Diseases in Ft. Detrick, Md.
The testing only occurred at Ft
Derrick, Pine Bluff Arsenal in
Arkansas, and the Dugway Proving Grounds in Utah, he said
Wednesday. It is unlikely that
live organisms would get outside
those areas, he said.
"It's very unlikely that the
munitions would have any organisms in them," he said. "There's
no reason for us to believe there
are any biological agents in
them."
Covert said the only test conducted for the Army at WrightPatterson was in 1955, when
harmless simulants were used in
spray devices.
He also said it is hard for humans to become infected with an
anthrax bacterium.
"It takes such a large dose... to
get one that will infect you," he
said. "It's a great myth about
anthrax. Its effect on humans is
lower than you would think."
Wright-Patterson officials said

Playin'

Tuesday that the 1950s-era bomblets unearthed at the base might
contain anthrax, a bacterial lung
disease that afflicts cattle but
can spread to humans.
Lt. Gen. Richard Scofield said
there are no known pathogens
that could have been used in the
bomblets and survived 40 years
underground except anthrax.
Although there are no records
that show anthrax was ever used
in the bomblets, the possibility
has to be considered, he said.
Several of the bomblets were
sent to the Ft. Detrick institute to
determine their contents. The
bomblets will be taken to the
nearby Aberdeen Proving
Grounds to be dismantled under
controlled conditions. Results
are expected by Friday.
The bomblets are about 21 inches long and 1 1/2 inch in
TomUhlm.il/APPIioto
diameter and resemble pipes.
Young red pandas play on a tree limb as they Investigate their
They were designed to be
30 and are enjoying their first day outside. Red Pandas are
new world at the zoo in Cincinnati. The babies were born on June
native to China and are endangered.
dropped from planes inside a
large container, which would
break open and scatter. Officials
believe they were made in the
1950s.
The bombs were discovered
about 13 feet underground during installation of a sewer line for
a new fire station last week. Seven small buildings within 300
meters of the site were evaappeals court has twice affirmed said he hopes the appeals court reprehensible, however unpopuJohn Nolan
cuated while an Army ordnance
the ruling, which remains in ef- will rule before the Klan cross is lar the message might be,"
The Associated Press
squad investigated.
fect.
erected.
Greenwood told appeals Judges
Base spokesman Marc Martens
The Klan group has obtained a
CINCINNATI - The city's lawThe current law - enacted to Cornelia Kennedy, Pierce Lively
said there is no danger to the yers were back in federal court 10-day city permit for this year's
public or base workers.
today in a renewed attempt to display Dec 18 through Dec. 28.
stop a Ku Klux Klan group from The 10-foot, unattended wooden
erecting a cross on a downtown cross will be reinforced to try
square for the fourth consecutive and prevent opponents from toppling it as they have in previous
Christmas season.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of years, said Tony Gamble, imperAppeals took the case under re- ial wizard of the Knight Riders.
Scott Greenwood
"It'll take a football team to
view but did not say when it
knock it down," Gamble, of Cowould rule.
the Klan's lawyer
A federal judge has upheld the vington, Ky., said after this morFirst Amendment right of the ning's court hearing.
Rick Ganulin, an assistant city replace the original one repealed and James Ryan.
Knight Riders of the Ku Klux
Klan to display the cross on solicitor, defended the city law in 1994 - requires the city to get
The city argues that a Klan
Fountain Square since 1992. The the Klan sued to block. Ganulin court permission to deny a per- cross is a symbol of hate and inmit to an applicant.
timidation. But Gamble said it is
WinthroD Terrace Is Now AcceDtina Applications
a Christian cross which will bear
Scott Greenwood, the Klan's no indication of Klan sponsorlawyer, said he is confident the ship. He has said his group is tryappellate court will again decide ing to "put Christ back in
is now accepting
that the law would violate the Christmas."
applications and deposits
Knight Riders' free speech right.
The city has not tried to use the
Cincinnati's law would allow
for
law to deny any other group's city officials to deny a permit for
display on Fountain Square, any proposed Fountain Square
Greenwood said.
display that would communicate
"Even zealots have First any obscenity, defamation or
Featuring
Amendment rights, however "fighting words."

Lawyers continue to fight KKK

Attorneys want to stop organization from erecting cross

"Even zealots have First Amendment rights,
however reprehensible, however unpopular
the message might be."

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Announces
Apartments for Fall '96

•Columbia Court
•Field Manor
•East Merry
»Frazee Avenue
•Ridge Manor

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS
Spring Semester 1996
and Fall 1996-1997!

BEAT THE SPRING RUSH!!
224 E. Wooster

352-0717

• Campus Shuttle
• 1 and 2 B.R. Furn./Unfurn.

Super

^^

Christmas
Gift Ideas
Start Your Shopping At The Falcon House!

• 1 and 2 Full Baths

l*2*

Bauer, Ultra Wheels. Roller
Derby. Large selection of youth
and adult skates! We have
protective equipment tool
BAUER F-2
HOLLER BLADES* QQ95

Adult Size

*03

Reg. $99.95
^^*
Youth size starting at $49.95
BGSU & LOCAL SCHOOLS

School Jacket
SweatshirtsI T-SNrfcl
School Bags! Slocking Caps!
Eaatwood-Elmwood
-Otsogo-BGHS-BGSU
In stock - Large Selection
T-Shlrts

•■rung »t $10 95

Sweats h IrUtarUng ai 51 9 9 -

•tsrtng $11995
VOUTH
•TARTER KITS
IMOCKEV

SKATES at

$4995

CCM REPLICA
Hockey Jerseys
Many teams In stock including
Detroit, Chicago, Toronto,
Montreal and New York.

Reg. $79 95
95

Sale! $69

HOLIDAY HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10-«; SAT. 10-530; SUN. 12-4

FALCON HOUSE
SPORTING GOODS
"Your Sportswear Headquarters in B.Q."

|123 S. Main St, Downtown, BG • 352-3610

the

Christmas Shopping
Shuttle Bus
Bus #2

Union

Union

Woodland Mall
Downtown BG
Walmart
Kmart
Big Lots
Union

independently owned
and operated

hWll

(located across
from Harshman

«^ —m «am

2£H^25£*£
Bus #1

— ^^^l^
f^f t||

_ _aza *"->,

• Heat Included

Winthrop Terrace Is Now Accepting Applications'"

including hockey skates.
sticks, figure skates. Large
selection of styles and brands.
Cooper Bauer, Koho. CCM S VIC.

Sunday, December 10 - Thursday, December 14
Sunday, December 17 - Thursday, December 21

• 3 Great Locations

CALL 352-9135 i

ROLLER BLADE Hockey Equipment
SALE
SALE
Selected protective equipment

BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL

f#" af%a9% #t V Permghlfora
^M.'m W f% single or double
U» c\ui
■P Mm m • M 40 room (plus lax)
Early Check-in and Late Check-out time • Continental Breakfast
Coffee available 24 hours • also executive rooms $39.95
limited number of
Advance
rooms available at
352-4671
reservations
this rate.
required.
I
Coupon Must Be Presented At Check In
eS

BOUJl-N-GnC€NCBV
SUNDAY BRUNCH
Fresh Carved Roast Beef (P^vH
and Fresh Carved
Ham or Turkey

Big Lots
Walmart
*
Kmart
Downtown BG
Woodland Mall

Incl: Scrambled eggs, hash browns, bacon, dutt hi
potatoes, mashed potatoes w/ gravy
Also desserts and full salad bar

$7.25 + tax
$6.95 + tax
$3.75
children 3 and

Union

A shuttle deports every 20 min. The
pick up and drop off point will be in
front of the University Union
Courtisy of thm BGSU Shuttlm Service

&

>/

ADULTS
STUDENTS/SENIOR CITIZENS
CHILDREN 4-11
under free* No other diicounU apply
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Winner gives $1 million
to hospital for children

It's Hay Time

Woody Balrd
The Associated Press

Cathy Cu>hur/APPho»
A "snowman" made of hay rests below Massanutten Peak at the Rion home on Va. 655 in Penn Laird,
Va. The Rions used two round bales for the body and seven square bales for the hat. The family said it
took several hours to complete the project, which also Included spray-painting their creation's hat and
face.

Senators criticize advertisers
Kevin Gilvln
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - A woman
who ran off with her daughter's
fiance! Mudwrestling sisters! A
father and the daughter he
molested!
And now, a word to the sponsors.
Two Democratic senators
joined Thursday with William
Bennett, author of the popular
"Book of Virtues," to criticize
advertisers who support what
critics call "trash TV" talk
shows. The three said the shows
were contributing to a decline in
morals in America and selling

exploitation.
In television and radio ads to
begin airing Friday, Bennett and
Sens. Joseph Lieberman,
D-Conn., and Sam Nunn, D-Ga,
urged companies to withdraw
advertising dollars from "Ricki
Lake," "Sally Jessy Raphael,"
"Jenny Jones." Other talk shows
singled out for criticism included
"Jerry Springer," "Montel Williams," "Maury Povich," "Geraldo," "Charles Perez," "Rolanda," and "Richard Bey."
The ads did not target specific
shows, but the programs were
named in materials distributed at
the press conference.
Officials at the "Maury Po-

vich" show, Tribune Entertainment, which produces "Geraldo"
and "Charles Perez;" and
Multimedia Entertainment,
which produces "Jerry Springer" and "Sally Jessy Raphael,"
did not immediately respond to
requests for comment.
Nunn urged viewers angered
with the content of talk shows to
boycott products advertised during the programs.
The ads, backed by Bennett's
conservative Empower America
organization, note that some
sponsors already have withdrawn support for such programming.

Positions ore now open for

reporters,

MEMPHIS, Tenn. - Somewhere, somebody hit it big - $1
million big - in a McDonald's
peel-off game. But the winners
Thursday were St. Jude Children's Research Hospital and its
young cancer patients.
The winner of the McDonald's
Monopoly contest took a game
piece worth $1 million, put it in a
plain white envelope and mailed
it anonymously to the Memphis
hospital.
St. Jude executive Richard
Shadyac called it "a holiday miracle."
Game rules bar the legal transfer of winning pieces from one
person to another. But McDonald's agreed to make good on the
payoff, which will be made in 20
annual payments of $50,000 each.
"The generosity is overwhelming," Trudy Kerwell of Ottawa,
III., whose son Jacob, 2, is being
treated for leukemia at St. Jude,
said Thursday. "I would like to
thank the person who did this.
Without such generosity none of
tills would be here."
The hospital, an international
leader in the treatment of catastrophic childhood diseases, depends heavily on donations and
takes in patients regardless ol
their ability to pay, even covering their family's living expenses
while they're in Memphis.
The gift was the largest
anonymous donation to the hospital in the 23 years since St. Jude
was founded by comedian Danny

WHEN DRINKING,
CALL A FRIEND.

%£

Thomas.
The money will go into a general fund for treatment and
research.

are included in newspaper inserts. The winner was one of only
three such pieces distributed nationwide, and the odds of finding

"The generosity is overwhelming. I would
like to thank the person who did this. Without
such generosity none of this would be here."
Trudy Kerwell
of Ottawa
Fred Tillman, a McDonald's
franchisee and spokesman, said
the company has no way of knowing where the winning game
piece was handed out or who got
it.
The envelope received by St.
Jude was postmarked Dallas and
had no return address. Inside
was the folded paper game
board, with the peel-off game
piece taped to it. The piece read,
"Instant winner: $1,000,000."
Game pieces are given out at
McDonald's restaurants
throughout the country and also

one are more than 200 million to
1.
Shadyac, director of the hospital's fund-raising organization,
said he hopes the donor knows
how much the hospital appreciates the gift. Most of the
thousands of donations St. Jude
receives each year are $50 or
less.
"We consider all the gifts we
receive, large or small, as special," Shadyac said. "Clearly, this
donor believed in our cause. For
that reason, we think of this gift
as a holiday miracle."

MID \M MANOR
• NOW RENTING*
Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1996 and school year
1996-1997.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
and water included, air conditioning
641 Third St. Apt. 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-4380

Okay, so here's the deal . .

M Sunday Dec. 10th from 12 noon 'til

M 5 pm at Packages plus...

«
Cards arid Gifts and more
fcj" is student shopping day.
&

ft Even I can't be crabby with
a deal like this . . .

(ft Everything, I mean
JTL everything in the entire
* store is 15% off!

copy editors, photographers, columnists,
graphic artists and editors for the 1996 Spring Staff
Anyone who wants to work at The

News can come to 210 West Hall to

fet They have so much holiday
fap spirit there. They'll even
fft wrap up all your purchases... «^2s

pick up an application and sign
up for an interview.

k

Holiday
Savings

FREE

yP So come on - get with it. This is too
Ja
qood to pass up.
£HAR NAILS TANNING
ivitfi
Herri
or
'DarCa^
)jtL
529 Ridge St. O Q _.__
352.6459 v ) £ OFF Women's Haircuts
S 5 OFF Perms, Highlights, & Colors
A* s*±

Men's Haircuts vj>
^ everyday
$9
------$

Tonning Packages:

<» for S I >

expirei 12/23/95 £

s

©
HS

S Cards and Gifts and more

U

|5

y|

111 Railroad Rd.

352-1693

12 lor S.tO

\

\

i

This Weekend in Bowling Green Athletics:

HOCKEY

MEN'S HOOPS

WOMEN'S HOOPS

at Miami (tonight, 7:30)
at Ohio State (Sun., 2:00)

at Indiana Classic

at Dial Classic

1st round tonight vs. The Citadel
(9:15 p.m.); 2nd round Sat., TBA

1st round tonight vs. Penn State
(6 p.m.); 2nd round Sat., TBA

RADIO
WBVI-FM 96.7 (But Davis & Mike Nityshak)
(Son. only) WBGU-FM 88.1 (Ryan Flood & Scott
Jacob)

RADIO
WBVI-FM 96.7 (D»ve Horger * Fun VWI)
WBGU-FM 88.1 (Fri, Tony Giver & Mike
Lindcraan, Sat.- James Ryan & Josh Man)

Sports Weekend
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Pat
Murphy

Yi
Don't

blow this
call, ump
Leave it to an umpire to miss
another call.
With the capability to foster
the growth of non-revenue sports
at the University, Senior Amerian League umpire Larry Barnett
called a strike on a ball that was a
at least a foot outside.
Bamett's decision to donate
the lineup card from the game
Cal Ripken broke Lou Gehrig's
consecutive game streak to the
University so he could create a
football scholarship in his name
was his worst call ever.
The lineup card adds to an initial $25,000 he has already donated to start the scholarship
that also carries his wife's name.
The University plans to stash the
card until it receive an offer it
feels is worth the true amount of
the card.
But $25,000 could have gone to
fund sports that are usually left
to scrounge between themselves
over biscuits throw by the Athletic Department.
Imagine what the Falcon soccer team could do with upwards
of $100,000, which Barnett hopes
to raise the sholarship to? It
could have had the renovations
made to Mickey Cochrane Field
completed by professionals instead of putting together parts of
the new seating by themselves.
Despite the extra labor put into
making their soccer program
better, the Falcons still managed
to gather enough energy to win
the Mid-American Conference
tournament, advance to the
NCAA Tournament and win the
highest number of matches since
1992. Whereas the football team,
well you know what happened
during the debacle of 1995.
A two-year starter on the soccer team was forced to get a parttime job at a fast food restaurant
because he did not receive a full
scholarship. I wonder if Ryan
Henry can throw a long Big Mac
as well as he used to be able to
! throw a bomb to Ronnie Redd?
And Mr. Barnett there are
women who participate in intercollegiate athletics at this University, too. For starters, the
women's club soccer team which
has been unable to make the
jump to Division I status over the
past two years. In the fall, these
women get together on a field
.equivalent to backyard whiffle
-ball diamond and practice and
play with absolutely no type of
financial assistance whatsoever.
; While you are at a BG football
game, you and six other people
'not counting the band, Mr. Barnett, take a look at who is selling
programs, and obviously when
you are invited into the press box
because of your gracious donation, look at who escorts you to
your seat. Falcon Softball
players, who come from some of
the best high school programs in
the nation, are forced to sell programs at football games to compensate for the lack of revenue
their sport brings in.

I

• The escorts, dressed in very
■elaborate clothing for a football
•game, are the Falconettes who
spend the game running errands
to the concession stand for
everyone in the press box.
• So why not re-allocate the
money to a program that needs it
3>lr. Barnett? Give it to a program
jthat doea not already have the
highest amount of department
jnoney.
4

i

Falcons face size disadvantage
Jeremy Yotie
The BG News

If Bowling Green's women's
basketball team felt undersized
before, they will feel even smaller when they take on Penn State
in the first round of the Dial Soap
Classic Tournament in College
Park, Md. tonight at 6.
The Falcons, 1-2 so far in the
season, will need an error free
game to pull out the victory over
the 12th-rated Lady Lions.

"Penn State is probably the
biggest team we've seen in size,"
said BG head coach Jaci Clark.
"We are going to have to play
real hard and concentrate on the
basics like taking care of the ball
and blocking out on the boards."
Penn State, 3-2, will definitely
have a height advantage over
BG. The Lady Lions start 6-1
Angie Pothoff (17.8 ppg, 10 bpg)
and 6-3 Kim Calhoun, and then
bring a 6-5 player and a 6-1

player off the bench.
Not only does Penn State hold
an advantage in the paint, their
low post players are also involved in the transition game.
"It will be an up-tempoed
game," said BG's leading scorer
Sara Puthoff. "Both teams like to
push the ball up the court and
both teams have a post player
who can run the floor."
The Lady Lions also feature
one of the top point guards in the

country in Tina Nicholson (12
ppg, 10.3 apg), but Clark feels the
defensive pressure must focus
down low.
"They have got all parts of the
game," Clark said. "They have a
good point guard, a wing and a
very good inside player so they
have a little bit of everything. We
have to contain them on the outside, but their advantage on us is
inside.
"We are going to have to try

and keep them to one shot. If
they shoot well, they shoot well.
We just can't let their big people
dominate us." Being the smaller
team, BG will be looking to work
the ball around offensively.
"They are definetly bigger
than us physically," Puthoff said.
"We hope to move the ball around
and get a good shot." Puthoff has
led the Falcons in scoring in all
See 1.1N ES, page aeven.

Powers changes
line combinations
Christian Pelusl
The BG News
The bloody nose incurred in
an 8-1 loss to Michigan and the
season-long blackeye of lower
than expected goal production
has led to a facelift of sorts for
the Falcon hockey team.
Head coach Buddy Powers
has juggled his forward lines
in an attempt to spark an
offense that has the potential
to score more than their average of four goals a game in
Central Collegiate Hockey Association competition.
Center Mike Hall and right
wing Mike Johnson are now
joined by left wing Brett Punchard. Center Curtis Fry will
play between left wing Jason
Clark and right wing Dale
Crombeen.
Right wing Dan Price moves
to Dave Faulkner and Brad
Holzinger's line, while the
fourth line is still up in the air
with Jeff Herman centering a
line between some combina-

tion of Kevin Armbruster,
Keith Ebare and Kevin Seguin.
"We've looked back over the
first part of this season and we
have had quite a few guys who
havent scored any goals so
we're going to try and jumpstart the team and give a
different look to some
different guys because you
never know what the right
combinations are until you try
them," Powers said.
"We've got to get some guys
going and this is one way to do
it," Fry said. "[The goal production] has been disappointing. We're just trying to shake
things up, kind of a test run, to
see what works."
Powers downplayed the effect of last Saturday's defeat
to Michigan, feeling that at
this point in the season, some
new looks will help.
"We're getting goals from
Punchard, Hall, Crombeen and
Johnson, but there are too

The BG NewI/JOI Rubach

Falcon center Curtis Fry gets ready to face-off against a Wolverine player.

Sec SIZE, page teven.

BG heads into IU with
poor tournment record
Scott Brown

dogs come in at 3-1, but lost to
unheralded Hampton University
on Tuesday.
Regular season tournaments
Still, BG cant overlook the
havent been all that kind to the Bulldogs by peeking towards a
Bowling Green Falcons over the possible championship game
past 15 years.
matchup with Knight's Hooslers.
"I don't know a whole lot about
On the other hand, tournaments have been awfully good to the The Citadel," Komives said
"I know they have two pretty
the Indiana Hooslers.
Two trends collide this week- good players. We just have to go
end at the 22nd-annual Indiana down there and play with the
Classic, held on the campus of same kind of defensive intensity
Indiana University in Blooming- we've been playing with all
ton, Ind., tonight and Saturday.
Indiana (2-3) faces Delaware
Jamie Jenkins (18.7 ppg) and
(2-1) In the first game tonight, Noy Castillo (18.0 ppg) will lead
while BG will take on The Citadel ' the Bulldogs, who own wins over
relative unknowns Newberry,
(3-1).
The winners collide Saturday Charleston Southern and Rannight for the tournament cham- dolph-Macon.
pionship.
The atmosphere of Assembly
Indiana has never lost in the Hall is something the young Fal21-year history of their tourna- cons will have to overcome.
"In an arena packed with peoment, known to some as 'Bob
Knight's Patsy Parade' because ple where there's a lot of enof the relatively obscure teams thusiasm, it's an entirely
usually Invited. The Hooslers and different environment," said BG
their legendary coach are 42-0 coach Jim Larranaga. "You know
for the most part that the players
all-time in the Classic
Bowling Given, meanwhile, are going to be juiced."
"I dont think it's really going
hasnt been champion of a regular season tournament In 18 to affect us at all," Komives said
years, but they are hoping to dls- "We played at Cobo [Arena, In
pell the patsy theory and put a Detroit], and there weren't a
blemish on IU's undefeated whole lot of people there, and
there wont be a whole lot of peostring.
"Playing hard is the key," ex- ple there Friday night after Inplained Falcon senior Shane Ko- diana plays before us. I think
mi ves. "I'm not sure what The Ci- playing against the The Citadel
tadel has, and if we get by them will get us acclimated to the floor
what Indiana has, and if we play by Saturday, win or lose."
The Falcons have been inconthem what Delaware has. We just
have to go out there and give 110 sistent so far this season on
offense, having scored 90 and 91
percent."
First up for the Falcons Is The points against Heidelberg and
Citadel Bulldogs coming out of Defiance, respectively, but
Tat MNtwaOaabalaca the Southern Division of the ■sgsjgajDg only'64 (in two overDayoaNlBkovtcioeinpforafbotlnagameearilerUilsyear.
Southern Conference. The Bull- tunes) and 49, respectively,
The BG News
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against Detroit and Northern Illinois.
Finding that offensive consistency to go with BG's steady
defense will be the key to their
success.
"We werent happy with our
last two games offensively,"
Komives said, refering to the Detroit and Northern Illinois
games. "I think defensively we'-

"We weren't happy
with our last two
games offensively. I
think defensively
we've been pretty
constant getting
pressure on the ball
and playing hard."
Shane Komives
Bowling Green forward

ve been pretty constant getting
pressure on the ball and playing
hard"
Indiana, considered by many to
be in somewhat of a rebuilding
year, stand 2-3 on the season.
They have defeated AlaskaAnchorage and Notre Dame, but
their losses have been to three
Top 25 teams in Duke, Connecticut and Kentucky.
Brian Evans, a third-team AllBig Ten selection last year. Is
leading IU In scoring at 23.0 per
game. Evans is the lone senior In
a starting lineup that boasts no
one else averaging In double figurea.
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LINES
Continued from page six.

many guys who are getting too
much Ice time not to be producing goals and they've scored
goals in the past so we're going to
see if we can't get them going,"
Powers said.
The Falcons' (11-3-1 overall,
6-2-1 CCHA) attempt to manufacture more goals will be tested by
visits to Miami Friday and Ohio
State Sunday.
Miami (3-100,2-7-0) has been a
disappointment so far this
season. After being chosen to fin-

ish as high as fifth in the CCHA
Medla/SID preseason poll, the
Redskins have struggled on both
ends of the ice.
In the 11-team league, Miami
ranks tied for eighth in goals
against with 46 and 10th in goals
for with 25.
The Redskins, who reside in
ninth place, do feature the
CCHA's leading rookie scorer,
center Randy Robitaille. Robitaille, no relation to the NHL's Luc,
is tenth in overall scoring for
CCHA teams with seven goals, 13
assists in 13 games.

The only team that struggles to
put the puck in the net more than
Miami is Ohio State. The Buckeyes (3-9-0, 1-9-0) have tallied
only 17 goals in league play this
season and presently occupy the
CCHA basement. Ohio State does
play a sound defensive game, returning two tough goaltenders
this season in Kurt Brown and
Tom Askey.
"We have to keep the goals
against down going into this
weekend," Hall said. "We also
have to generate some more
chances."

CCHA League Standings
Team (Overall Record)

GP

1.Western Michigan (13-3-0)
Michigan State (13-4-0)
3. Michigan (11-3-0)
4. Lake Superior (11 -3-0)
5. Bowling Green (11-3-1)
6. Notre Dame (4-10-0)
7. Ferris State (5-9-1)
8. UIC (5-7-2)
9. UAF (2-9-1)
Miami (3-10-0)
11. Ohio State (3-9-0)

12
12
10
10
9
12
10
10
10
9
10

UPCOMING GAMES
Fri. Dec. 8
UAF at Ohio State
Bowling Green at Miami
Lake Superior at Michigan
Western Michigan at Michigan State

w
10
10
8
7
6
4
3
3
2
2
1

L

T

PTS

2
2
2
3
2
8
6
7
8
7
9

0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0

20
20
16
14
13
8
7
6
4
4
2

Sun. Dec. 10
Bowling Green at Ohio State

Thur. Dec. 14
UIC at UAF

Sat. Dec. 9
UAF at Miami
Ferris State at Notre Dame
Lake Superior at Michigan State
Michigan at Western Michigan

CCHA Overall Scoring Leaders
as of Dec. 7.
Name
Jeremy Brown
Kevin Hilton
Sean Tallaire
Mike Hall
Justin Cardwell
Anson Carter
Mike Watt
Mike Johnson
Brett Punchard
Randy Robitaille
Jamal Mayers
Mike York

Team
WMU
UOM
LSSU
BGSU
WMU
MSU
MSU
BGSU
BGSU
Miami
WMU
MSU

JaE_
16
14
14
15
16
17
17
15
15
13
16
17

_PJS
11
6
15
12
12
12
9
9
8
7
6
6

15
17
7
10
10
9
12
11
12
13
13
13

26
23
22
22
22
21
21
20
20
20
19
19

Heisman race running on
last legs into final voting
Rick Warner
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - The Heisman
Trophy ceremony usually has all
the suspense of a Mike TysonPeter McNeeley fight. This year
is an exception.
When the winner is announced
Saturday night, it will end one of
the most confusing, and possibly
one of the closest, races in the
60-year history of the award.
Five players will attend the
ceremony at the Downtown Athletic Club and three of them ~
1 Nebraska quarterback Tommie
Frazier, Florida quarterback
Danny Wuerffel and Ohio State
tailback Eddie George - are given a serious shot at winning college football's most coveted award.
"This is one of the toughest
choices In years," ESPN commentator Beano Cook said. "You
can make a good argument for
any of them."
Frazier passed and ran for a
total of 31 touchdowns and led
top-ranked Nebraska (11 -0) to its
third straight national title game.
Wuerffel had the best passing
efficiency rating in NCAA history and helped No. 2 Florida (12-0)
set a school record for victories.
George led the nation with 24
touchdowns and rushed for a
school-record 1,826 yards for No. Ohio State's Eddie George threads
4 Ohio State (11-1).
So who's going to win?
great against Tennessee, Auburn
It may depend on how long and Florida State.
voters waited to make their de"I don't believe he's just a
cision. If they voted early, they product of Steve Spurrier's
were more likely to vote for Fra- system. I think he makes the
zier or George, who finished the system better."
season with sub-par games.
Cook cast his ballot for Frazier,
Voters who waited until this
week probably leaned more who passed for 1,362 yards and
toward Wuerffel, who finished ran for 604.
"I love a college player who
strongly In big games against
does everything," he said. "FraFlorida State and Arkansas.
"Wuerffel really came on
strong," Jimmy Burch of the Fort
Worth Star-Telegram said. "A lot
of people had great stats, but he
played his best in the big games.
When they needed him the most,
he came through."
Dick Weiss of New York's
Daily News also voted for
Wuerrfel, who threw for 3,266
yards and a Southeastern Conference-record 35 touchdowns.
"He came up big in every key
situation this year," Weiss said.
"He was MVP of the SEC championship game and he played

three contests with an average of
18ppg.
Chrissy Billiter will not be
available for the weekend due to
academic committments. Billiter
is second on the team in scoring
with 13.3 ppg.

BG could use an Improvement
In Char lot ta Jones shooting in the
post to off-set Billlter's absence.
Jones has struggled thus far in
the season hitting on only S of 28
shots. But tonight's game won't
be an easy game for Jones to get
into a groove, as she will once
again play against a larger opponent.
"She just needs to take her
time on her shot," Clark said. "It
is really going to be a test for her.
She plays a post ion were she is
usually oversized, and this week-

Mark Fit*

end she is really going to be
oversized."
"She knows she can step up and
is capable of it," Puthoff said.
"We just need to get her the ball
and she can produce from there."
Michelle Terry's number will
be called upon to put up some
impressive numbers. BG's tallest
player at 6-2, has averaged 11.5
ppg and 6 rpg while shooting a
team-high 56 percent from the
floor.
The bench will also be looked
upon to produce against a very
deep Penn State team.
"Everybody is starting to move
their game up," Clark said. "We
understand when we step and
and play this type of competition
the intensity level picks up and
everybody needs to be ready to
play. I dont care if it is 20
minutes - two minutes - they

need to do their role and do it
very well."
BG will meet either Mount St.
Mary's or host Maryland on Saturday.
■ Senior Kristi Koester will
start for the second time in her
career tonight. Koester is coming
off her first start and her best
performance as a Falcon in last
week's game against Duquesne.
Koester scored 13 points and
grabbed 12 boards to lead BG.
■ Forward Brooke Belcher
leads BG with 12 assists while
only averaging under 20 minutes
a game.
■ Point guard Bridget Andrews has paced the Falcons at
the charity stripe early in the
season. Andrews has missed once
in 10 attempts. BG is second in
the MAC in free-throw percentage.

MONDAY - SATURDAY 6:30am - 11pm
2 eggs, 2 bacon or 2 sausage, Pancakes or Toast and Homefries or
Coffee - $2.65
Sausage Gravy Biscuits - $3.29
ALL YOU CAN EAT PANCAKES- $3.19

SUNDAYS
6 oz. Sirloin Steak, 3 eggs, Pancakes or Toast or Homefries
or Coffee - $5.25

zier can run, he can pass and he's
a real leader. He reminds me of
Paul Hornung when he won the
Heisman at Notre Dame."
Jack Magruder of the Arizona
Daily Star voted for George.
"No one was really able to stop
him all year," he said. "He had a
sensational year for a very good
team against a very good schedule."

iHappy 'Holidays

SIZE
Continued from page six.

AP photo/Mark Hill

his way between Purdue defenders.

CHINA GATE
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We serve lunch,
dinner & daily
cocktails

The Sisters of
Delta Gamma are Hosting an
Evening of Christmas Cocktails on
December 9, 1995
7:00 p.m.
at Madison View Inn
in Toledo

Wpdnp'.djy Friday & Sunday
lunch Butlel
S4 95
1616E. Wooster
352-9153

FREE DELIVERY

NOMINATIONS FOR 1996
Graduate Assistant Teaching Award
Undergraduates! Graduate Student Colleagues!
Faculty Members! Adminstrators!
Tell us about your best Graduate Teaching Assistant!
Nominations are solicited for Graduate Teaching Assistants who are engaged in
classroom instruction and who meet award eligibility criteria. The Teaching
Assistant must have taught a course for which he/she had major responsibility at
any time in 1995. Those eligible will come from one or more of the following
categories: 1) GA teaching own section(s), 2) GA leading study/recitation section(s),
3) GA teaching laboratory section (s)*. The final deadline for nominations is January
26,1996; however, we encourage written nominations by December 22,1995.
This award recognizes excellence in undergraduate teaching by graduate assistants
and is sponsored by the Graduate College Professional Development Program and
the Graduate College.
r>

., Graduate Assistant Teaching Award Nomination Form

(Please Print)

°

Name of Nominee
Department.
Course Name and Number___
SememsterTaught: "Spring 1995 "Summer 1995
"Fall 1995
Reasons for nomination (please continue on separate sheet)
Your name in full
i
Date
You are a(n): ■ Undergrad. • Grad. Stud. ' Faculty Member "Admin. "Other.
Bowling Green Phone Number
Signature.

,

Return to: Graduate Assistant Teaching Award, Graduate College Professional Development
Program, c/o Psychology Department, BGSU, Campus Mail, or Bowling Green, OH 43403.
'Forms can also be found at the following e-mail address: spalm@bgnet.bgsu.edu and at
GCPDP Website: http://www.bgsu.edu/departments/grad/pdp
{Eun proctor* and graders ar* ttjMl lot OKI award.)

,

'i

am

I
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CAMPUS EVENTS

•NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGEBETTER HUR RY U PI
OrVy Mo mart I n formation ses sons
LeftBgoon a
National Exchangol
Thuiiyour chance to
Go cone of over 130 schools
AoroMAmarical
Attend 8i* n*xt Into union:
Friday. December 8.3:30-4:30
Sale Room. Student Union
For mom Into contact Co-Op Oftc*
Or Sue Young M
372 2451

Al-Anon/ Adult Children ol Alcoholic*
SI Thome* Mot* Rei. Ed. Room
Friday* 7:30
Attention If you bought T-shirts
from Mortar Board In 1st* October, you
can pick th*m up W*dn**d«y December 13
en the ascend floor of th*Math SO. Blag.
OodLlvaeUndorw.t.r
■ppoaring Friday, D*c*mb*r 8
at Know Noa. 139 WMI Woostar
sponsored by WFAL. For into
call 353-5660
SHRM Meeting
Man. Das.11
730 PM
BAA 1003
X Me* Party and Speaker from BP
Prolasaional Praia
Sign up forCaka Dacorallng
!**«: Sudani Activities Office. 3rd floor
Union.
Sign up* *nd Dae 8
Cost I* $10. and you keep the caka and long

new

The course will be held on Dec 11 @7PM In
ffia Fort Room.
SponsoradbyUAO
For more info call 2-2343
Wa'raPackinlllnl
Monday's Womyn for Womyn meeting
Win be at 7 Colaga Park Office Bldg.
g-oopM
So wa can gat the office ready to move ovor
braakl
You donl ever have to laava col legal
Consider a career In Student Affairs
The BG On si on of Student Affairs
is proud to sponsor Careers in Student
Affairs Week I
Ask us about Careers
Financial AkTCeroor Sarvicaa'Student Act.viO'es'GrMk Life*Student Housing & Residence
Programs*Ori*ntar!on*R*c Sports'Multiculrural Aflairs'Studant Haalth Sarvicas'Studont
Lile'Ori Campus Student Center-Counseling
Cantor'

SERVICES OFFERED
Attention Spring Breakers! Jamaica/Cancun
1389. Bahamas S3S9. Florida $129 Sell trips.
aam cash. 8 go free 11 -800-234-7007.
Get a Tan for Santa!
Campus Tanning.
352 78*8
Or.rH. and Schota^hlp. ara .v.ll.ble. Billions of dollars In financial aid. Quality lmmeswatoty. 1-OO04CO-020*.
Have your apartment or house cleaned Monthly rate* availaolo. Cal 353-3414.

PERSONALS

100% Woof Sweaters MM ea
Plus wool hats, gloves, mittens, etc
JTs Carry Out
SOgTHurstmAve.
ACGFA REP WANTED
II you're lying off campus, apply now for the
ort-camput rap. position of ACGFA. the Advisory Committee on General Faa Allocdaoone. Applications available NOW at 10SD
Mat slay Hal and 405 Student Services Bldg
Deadline is noon. Friday. Dae. 8thl
KNOW WHERE YOUR FEES GOII
Attention Students:
N you have found a (ob
related to your M.|or
COME TO THE CO-OP OFFICE
310 Student Servlcee
to register for a
FREE tranacrlpl notation.
2-2*81 for detail..
Attant ton. If you boughl T-shirts
Irom Monar Board in late October, you
can pick them up Wednesday. Dec. 13 on tho
second Itoor of ma Main Science Bldg.

#1 Awesome Cancun 8 Jamaica Spring Break
Specials' 111% Lowest Price Guarantee! 7
Nights Air from Columbus 1 hotel 83001 Book
Early! Spring Break Travel 1-800-678-6386.
•1 Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Parly
CruseCarty Specials! 7 Days 82701 Includes
IS Meals 8 8 Parties! Prices Increase 12/151
Spring Break Travel 1-800-678-6386.
*1 Awesome Spring Braakl Panama Cityl
Early Specials! 8 Days Oceanview Room With
Kitchen 81201 Walk To Bast Barsl Kay Waal
82S0I Cocoa Beach Haton 81601 Prlots In.
111/21 8 12/151 1-800-678-6386

God Llveo Underwater
appearing Friday, December 8
arXnow Note. 130 Wesl Wooster
sponsored by WFAL. For Into

Hey man. You going to the PI Kappa Phi
Dazed and Confused date party? It would be
a lot cooler if you did. Pi Kaps, bring your dated
lb Merry Street at 6:30. The BGSU shun*
leaves at 0:00.

BOSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL
824(8PER NIGHT
Sun. Dec 6*. Sun. Dae. 11lh-Thur.,Daci5
Coupon REQUIRE D AT CHECK-IN
Sea arj m this paper for coupon and details.
Best Western Falcon Plaza, 1450 E. Woostar.
352-4671.
BGSU Mom, Dad. Grandma. Grandpa
Sister, and Brother Sweatshirts
CoHegiate Connection. 531 Ridgo
352-8333
BGSU Mom, Ded. Grandma. Grandpa. Sister,
and Brother....Sweatshirts
Collegiate Connection. 531 Ridge.
352-8333.
■LOCH/HE8KETT

ETHNIC CULTURAL
ARTS
AWARD COMPETITION

THE BLOCHiHESKETT ETHNIC ARTS AWARD COMPETITION ACCEPTS ENTRIES
DURING THE SPRING SEMESTER. ENTRIES DUE MARCH 1.1906
ELIGIBILITY: EVERY UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT IN GOOD STANDING WHO HAS
TAKEN OR IS TAKING AN ETHNIC STUDIES
COURSE.
ENTRIES: THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THE
ART ENTRY MUST BE CONCERNED WITH
ETHNCiTY OR FOLK ART.
PRIZES: 3 CASH PRIZES TOTALING APPROXIMATLEY 8700 ARE AWARDED.
(MORE PRIZES OR NO PRIZES MAY BE
GIVEN AT THE DISCRETION OF THE
JUDGES.)
SUBJECT OF ENTRY: WRITWG OF PROSE,
POETRY, PLAY. MUSICAL PERFORMANCE
OR COMPOSITION, DANCE PRESENTATION OR COMPOSITION, FINE ART,
FOLK ART, OR CRAFT.
ENTRY FORMS WILL BE AVAILABLE FROM
THE ETHNIC STUDIES DEPARTMENT DURING SPRING SEMESTER 1006. (ALL WINNING ENTRIES BECOME THE PROPERTY
OF THE ETHNIC STUDIES DEPARTMENT
AT THE DEPARTMENTS OPTION.)
Congratulations
Sigma Kappa &
Sigma Alpha Epsiton
Largest %of blood donation in
thoBGBicodnve
Free Pizza Panyl
Congratula tonsil
Circle K
Largest %of blood donation
m the BG Bloodnve.
850 Cash Prizel
Desperately Seeking
2 Graduation tickets I
Will pay TOP dollar!
Call Traeey 8) 372-3435.

-

-

KA GPhiB KA GPhiB
Th* Gentleman of Kappa Alpha would like to
thank the Ladies of Gamma Phi Ben for a
great leal
Love.
The Gentleman of Kappa Alpha
KD 'SHARON RBNER ' KD
The sitters of Kappa Delta
would like to congratulatt
Sharon for being our
Sitter of the Week. You're
doing a great job! Wo love youl
KD •SHARON RBNER-KD
MINORrTY STUDENTS:
WoNaedYOUII
tor PAID Summer Minority Internah IDS
Bring your RESUME NOW
(or get th. FREE resume disk)
TO THE CO-OP OFFICE
310 Student Service. 2-2451
Interview. EARLY next Sameeterf

Factory Outlet Store
Student Desks starting at 139 oo
Mller Woodwork,ng Factory Onset
Woodland MM' 354-1614

2. Maintain computers In the USG office.
National, Stale, and Community:
1. Serve at a delegate Irom BGSU to the Ohio
Stjdent Association.
2. Work closely with city official!
3. Plan voter registration.
Non-Tradklonal Student Lltson:
1. Coordinator of USG Off-Campus Committee
2. Serve as a link between USG and NonTradrtenal Student Association.
Student Welfare Coordinator:
1. Coordinate programs to enhance th*
awareness of al aspects of student welfare.
2. Work with University officials to ensure poll ■
dee are In the beat interest ol in* student*.
Deadline la Wad. Dec. 13 by 5:0OPM
Applications available in 14 College Park
Or 404 Student Sen/ice*
Any ??'s please caN 2-8118

USG'USG'USG
USG'USG'USG
What haa USG dona lately?
Watch tor
The Pillar'
USG's Newsletter to see
What USG has done tor youl
Look for it in residence hals and
in the Union.
Any ?ra please cal 2-8116
USG ' USG ' USG

WANTED

Money Orders

JO each
NEED A HOUSE SITTER?

Package* Plus 352-1603

Young professional couple
interested in house sitting tor
me entire 1996 97 school year
or part of. We are very responsible
and would gladly take care of
pets or any other extra*.

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
Would you like to apenda semester
or year going to school m cities like
New York, Boston, or Los Angeles?
YouCanlll
Why not going on a National E xchange
and pay no out of state rates "

EXCELLENT REFERENCES
Call 352-2183

Atttnd an info session:
Friday Dec 8.3 30 4 30.
State Room, Student Union
For more Info contact
Co-op Office or
Sue Young 372-2451

' DECEMBER GRADUATES'
I NEED Graduation tickets' Wi i pay cash! Cal
Eric @ 372-5540.

NEED A ONE HOUR CLASS FOR SPRING?
TRY BASIC OR FIGURE SKATING: PEG 160
OR 181 FOR P/F; OR PEG 260 OR 261 FOR
A GRADE.
PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE
Needed at most 2 graduation tickets
Wll pay III Cat: (212) 262-6763. home
or 1 -800-560-6505, thanks. Dan Gibbons

*** Roommate Needed Spring "86 "*
* We pay deposit and sublease charge *
Sublessor geta OWN BOOM
House is closo lo campus'
SiSOamonthl
Call 352-1630 for details.
' We pay deposit and sublease charge'
"* Roommate Needed Spring |B| "*
1 Female Subleaser needed for Spring semester. II interested, call Jen @354-l 181.

Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Test.
Confidential 8 Caring.
354-4673 BG. Pregnancy Center

1-2 Roommates. Starting January. Male or
Female. Own Room*. Must share rent and util.
w/ 2 roommates. Call 354-6521, ask for Jeff or
Mark.

SANTA ANO THE ELVES ARE COMING"
THE SLEIGH RIDE FROM HELLII

2 Female Subleasers needed
Spring Semes ler
Large Apt. - Close to campus - Furnished
Cal 352-7547 if interested

SANTA ANO THE ELVES
ARE COMING TONIGHTii

2 graduation tickets needed. Call Noah at
353-4700 if you think you may have any available.
2 Spring Subleasers
Male or Female.
Call 353-0180

Spring Break '06 * Travel Freell
Jamaica. Cancun, Bahamas
Panama City, Daytona. Padre
• Great Low, Low Prices'
"Free Trip on only tSsales *
Call tor FREE into packet
Sun Splaah Tount
1-400-4 26-7710

2-4 Subleasers needed. Large
2 bod/2 bath. Call 353-4060.
Avail. Jan. 6th
4 tickets for Dec. Graduason
Wll pay $20. Call 354-8301.
Desperately looking for
the movie THE MUSIC MAN.
Will pay top doaar. Call 372-6276.

THE GR INCH IS BACK
AND HE'S REALLY PtSSEDIII

Female SuWeaser needed Immediately for
spring semester. Own room and bath. Close to
campus. Cal 353-6120.

USG ' USG ' USG
Get Involved!
At Large Posilon Availablel
Any student can apply'
Deadline is Wed., Dec 13 by 5:00PM
Applications available in
14 College Park or 404 Student Services
You can make a difference!
USG'USG'USG

Forgot to Order
Graduation Announcements?
BEE SEE BOOK STORE
Personalized Announcements
Ready in 48 Hour*
High Quality 4
Low Mjnimum Order i
353-2252

USG-USG-USG
USG CABINET POSITIONS
AVAILABLE'
Adnttnkttrottve Aeeletanl:
1 Educate the members ol USG on the poktnDal impact of recant technology in today't too

Win A New Car And A TrlpTo Oaytonall
Don't forget to play Papa John'a
Rubbin', RackY, Wmnm' Game
Game pieces on eveiy box top
Call 353-PAPA NOW-

SavoJJJtS
Upcwn Announces Cover
Reduction* and Specials
No cover over 21 or 81 cover under 21
before 11 pm Thurs . Fn . and Sat.
20 ounce draft baera now upstair*.

Extrs Dec. Grad. Tickets Needed
Grandparents coming Irom Florida
Wll pay cash, Call 372-1641 (Mke)

University Amoatttdor s
Wo Stutl Survival Kits
Sam at MM
C-Ya there both old and new mem Pert

ety.

HAVE YOU DONE YOUR HOLIDAY SHOPPtNOYETT
It not, come shopping with UAOI Where? 12
Oaks Mall In Nov.. faachigan. When? December g 0am-7pm K .00. Sign up in the UAO office, 330 University Union, November 27-Dee.
7. Questions?? Call UAO Office «t 372-2343

-

THE 1 ttS KEY YEARBOOK IS HEREI

28 West Hall

I 800263 6495 em FS5443

0*1353-5660

Double Prints
Free Everyday
Package* Plus 352-1603

Pick yours up Today i

FREE FINANCIAL AID!
Over 86 Billon
in pubic and private sector grant* & scholarships it now available. All students are eligible regardless of grades, income, or parent's
income. Let us help. Call Student Financial
Services:

Female Subktaaer Needed
For Spring temester. Columbia Court*.
816500 per month . utilities. Own bedroom.
Call 353-4627.
Female tubleaser needed. Jan-May "96.
FREE RENT April and May! Close to campus!
OWN ROOMi Cal Suzanne ASAP 1354-6176

I

I

EXTRA! EXTRA!
Don't Miss Out on
the Best Apartments
inB.G.
Fox Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
Blrchwood Place

Ig

Mini Mall
tr Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Houses

Hlk-amly
AhosWr
ilunuia wiO, r«u

■Call 353-Taco *■

-..III'*

"Qx«iB^»"l"''Cowieita"
Combo

=

Combo

l QiMaUII-k 1
S ioooM>»iT-&-p-Ka
UMaied bumttt Sm. ■
poop*.toa>ofb»)an
chunoL.2ai.haMn I ^^J™1*?™*
CocktAiL
oQta.'Kmncoav*

$o39

$599

Mega
Meal

j&tffttf
MJSMW

xoiartti
UMI

HU&MHUA

HELPIHELPIHELPI
I need only ONE graduation ocketi
Will pay money!
Please help by eating Hndy 352-0545

Musi have a sublessor!
Apt. dose to campu*. low rent.
All mil. inducted except gas.
Great roommate. Contact Jason

Papa John'*
Now hiring Drivers 8 inside help.
Excellent pay. Stop in @ 826 S. Main.

vSMCH.
Need a baas player tor a daasic rock bank.
666-7735-local call.

The BG Near* a now accepting apptcanons
tar Account Executives tor 1996-1997
GAIN VALUABLE SALES AND
MARKETING EXPERIENCE
Must be:
Assertive
Organized
Outgoing
Personable
Work 20 hrt. per week.
Muit have own car and
be able to make 1 yr. commitment
If you mink you have
what it takes to tucceod:
Call Colleen 3722606 tor deals.

Need graduation tickets
WiPayl
Can Jerry at 372-7721
Need two graduation ticketa

Mas*.

CalAmyt>354-4062.
NEEDED
One Female Sublessor for Spring Semester.
Columbia Court Apts. Clot* B campus. 3 great
roommates Call soon 353-6166
Needed 1 or 2 Sublessor for renting one ol two
bedrooms. Pay electric only. Close to campus.
Call Ed 353-7011.

,

Leasing for 1996/1997

Rental Office
530 S. Maple

352-9378

ymmmmm

¥

FORSALE

Needed 1-2 Female Subleasers Nice house,
dose to campu*, 3 bdrmt.. Wathar/Dryer.
rent between 8107-8130. C*l 353-3055.

18JS" Gary Fisher Montare
Dark maroone, great condition
X-ray grip shift. XT 8600
Cal Todd 353-2411

Needed: 1 lemale tubleaser for Spring semester, doe* p campus, low rent. Call 353-0250
Own room needed tor
Fall Semester 1806
Cal Else si 352-8345
Subktaaer Needed
Spring semester, mala or female, 2 bdrm. apt.
Call Roben 353-3610.

Bargainl For sale: Large, S bedroom house on
on* 1/2 acre lot in Custar. Ohio. Cal
4ig-860-3602.
FOR SALE! I
3 piece sectional couch, fair cond. 840.
Trek 800 Mountain Bike w/lock $175.
Call 353-5122.

Sublessor needed tor Soring. 2 Bdrm. apt.,
closo to campus, free cable, furnished, rent
8163* atoc. Call Ricardo 354-6176for into.

Gary F ither Tassajara
Mt. Bike. 8275 OBO.
Cal Danny at 354-7063.

Two Graduation Tickets Needed
WilPaytSt
Cal Candi 354-1510

Mac Plus w/extra external dilk drive. System
software 6 printer. 8250. Call 353-0708, leave
message

Wanted Subteaaer.
Efficency Apt. Downtown BG
8295 . util. Call Chuck 354-8014

Odsmobile Cutlass Supreme.
Grey, V*. Very dependable 8 dean

Will pay tor extra graduation tickets. Please call
Tom 353-2028. Leave message.

C.C.. 56,000 mile*.
*3S00OJ3.O.CallTom«?353 2928

WI trade Applause guitar, hard shell case, and
small amp lor good used Mac computer. Cal
Randy Morris at 354-6301.

Taylor 710 Guitar w/Taykx Case
Great Sound-Like New
81175.00. Cal 352-9418.

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT
"WANTED"
1-2 female subleasers for Spring Semester.
Roomy, furnished opt. dot* to campus. Great
friendly roommates! Call anytme 354-5807.

The OBSIDIAN NEEDS Youl
Gain valuable sales experience
By selling ads in the
Obsidiani
Start next se master.
Great resume buikferl

~»K)U8ES 81 APTS FOR FALL 08"
Office 316 E. Marry Apt. 3
353-0325
Alto, w*H mail luting!

Call Colleen e> 372-2606 or
Sakeenah ©372-2440 for details!

2 or 3 bdrm. ranch for rent. 612 7th Street
JoBs/mo. ♦ util 1 bath, warvdry. Nice garden
Call 474-5344 btwn 9-5 M-F.

81750 weekly poaaibla mailing our circulars.
For into cal 301-306-1207.

APT. AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY FOR
SUBLEASE. 1-2 FEMALE8 NEEDED.
8161.2S/MO. THERE ARE THREE BDRMS.
AND TWO BATHRMS. SUBLEASE UNTIL
SM COMFY, ROOMY. EFFICIENCY. FURNISHED. MAXIMUM OF FIVE PEOPLE ALLOWED. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. WALKING
DISTANCE. COLUMBIA CTS. CALL
382-8740.

638,000/YR MCOoJE potential. Reeding
books. To* Free (1) 800-808-0778 ext. R-2076
lor details
50 GYMNASTICS POSITIONS- CoachIng/Program Directing in prestigious children's
summer camps in NY. PA. and New England.
Be available 6/16-8/18. Top facsitiea. Free
room, board, travel. Top salaries Call Ariene:
1 800-443-6428. 516-433-8033. ChooOO from
ovor 30 camp*!

CLEAN, COZY APT.
Close to campus. Female non-smoker needed.
Spr. earn. 8162.50/mo. 352-3428.

500 SUMMER CAMP OPPOflTUNfTIES IN
NY. PA, NEW ENGLAND. Choose from over
30 camps. Instructors needed: Tennis. Baseball, Hockey. Rolerolading. Soccer, LaCrosso,
Softball, Volleyball. Basketball. PE Majors,
Gymnastics, Riding, Liteguard, WSI. Water-skiing. Sawing. Windsurfing, Fitness. Archery,
Mountain Biking, Pioneering. Rockdimblng,
Ropes. Dance. Piano Acoompaniest. Dramatic*. Ceramics, Stained Glass. Jewelry,
Wood-Working, Photography, Radio, Nature,
RN't. Chefs, Food Service Call Ariene:
1 -800-44343426:516-433-8033.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING -' Earn up to
820O0Wmonth working on Crui** Ship* or
Land-Tour companies World travel. Seasonal
6 luii-Cme employment available. No experience) necessary. For more information cal
1 -206-634-0466 gxL C55443

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box 774,
OtatSe.KS 66051.
FuH-Tim* Lifeguard/Assistant Aquatic Director. Requirement* Include Lifeaaving, Swan Instructor, CPR. 1st Aid. Prior Experience helpful. Apply do Denis* Rotor: Sandusky County
YMCA, 1000 North St., Fremont, OH 43420.
(410)332-1531.

Do you need a quiet, dean place? Small security and short term lease*. Charing Cross apts.
Call 352-0500.
Duplex rentals $650.00-8750.00
Leaaea aval. (or Jan.. May. A Aug.
Call 352-7760 btwn. S«pm MF
Leave namo.Ph*. 8 starting date tor lease
Female subktaaer needed. 2 bdrm. apt. dose
to campus. $200/mo. Pleas* call
419-644-4111.
Houeae and Dupfexea tor '96 '97
school ysar. 12 month leases onry
Starting in May. Slave Smith
352-8017. (No calk) after g.OOpm)
House., 1 8 2 Bedroom Furnished apt*. 1
year, 0 mo., and summer lease*. Cal
362-7454.
Male aubteaser needed. 8i00/mo. Own room!
Spit electric and phone. Call 354-7030.
Need 10 lubktaa* my apt from Jan. 1, '96
r Aug. 1, VS. Grad student preferred. 1 bdrm.
352-0507, tyschella.
NEEDED ONE SUBLEASER FOfl' SPRING
OWN ROOM, CABLE, LOW UTILITIES,
FREE PARKING, CLOSE TO CAMPUS
822 SECOND ST. 353-2177

Help Wanted - Now hiring Cook* A servers
Apply at Paglal's 045 S. Main 2-4pm

Roomy, efficiency. Fumiehed.
Large Kitchen, Arc, Leaae thru
Aug. 10. Aval. Dec. 17th
Call 353-3237

Help wanted over Christmas break. Office
cleaning evening*. 12-15 hr*. per week. Cat
352-5822.
NATIONAL PARKS HI RING - Seasonal 8 full
time employment available at National Parks,
For.it. A Wildlife Preserves Benefits . bonuaesl Cal: 1206-545-4804 *xl. N55443
Summer Butinest. Are you an enlrepranuer?
Great opportunity with tow start up cost. Management training. Earn up to 6600/wook. Vehicle required. Be a loader. Cal Greenland lmMKm at 1-600-361-4074.

Textbooks, notebooks, lab

PREFFERED
PROPERITIES

Our firm la looking for individual* who want to
gain comprehensive management experience
next summer. Earn 18,000 to 810.000 per
summer Positions available in select Cleveland suburb*. Columbus. Akron, Canton, and
more. Call 1-800-887-1960.

HELPI rm Ihe youngest of 7 and th* whoa)
famity wanta to coma to graduation. PLEASE
contact me If you have any extra ocketi that I
can buy. Thank you, Jute 672-2832.

Did You Know. . .
Come See Us At

Need dependable rji»hwa*here,
Kitchen help for
elegant banquet fadlfty.
Nazareti Hall.
Evenings 6 weekends, 15 min. Irom BGSU
Starting Rat* $*Vhr.
Cal Sue (419) 832-2000

Four fun femalea need one sublessor tor
Sprtng. Columbia CIS $170rmo. Air conditioned Your own private phone linsl Please
ca«35»0276

Desk dorks needed at local motel. Buckeye
Budget Motor Inn. 352-1520.

^S^£**im WEEKS SPECIAL!**
M

Female Subleases Needed lor Spring '96
Very dean * affordable. 8l62.S0/mo.
.u«. Cal Chris 353-2518

books, and any other bound
material can now be recycled.
Call the Recycling Program for
collection sites.
Don't throw away used material. Recycle it!

Seeking female sublessor*. Own room, close
to campus. $265 . ekKtric Call Lort at
353-8308
SUBLEASER NEEDED - Furnished efficiency.
Across from campus, quiet, own parking
space. Cal 410-424-1300 antyime.
Subisoeoifsj needed, gigantic bdrm. New furnlthed apt. 1 -2 tenants Cell 354-4520.

»>.

Brand Names • Low Prices

<
<
**" Ewtry Christmas Oltl $10
$4. or Lass Evsrydayl
r Fraa'STUFFED TOYI
%.

<

With a purchasa of $50 or

f" mora, choose a snowman,
>k
santa, or Christmas bearl

<

Jj* 'Limited one per customer.
*
while quanilles last.

<.

